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Abstract 
Ye, X.D., Coexistence of uniquely ergodic subsystems of interval mappings, Theoretical Computer 
Science 123 (1994) 1677181. 
We prove that if (1.f) has a uniquely ergodic subsystem (X,f] x, x), then fo$ every sqh, (I,f) has 
a uniquely ergodic subsystem (Y,f],, p) such thatfs=s, where l=[O, l].f~C(l,l). 
1. Preliminaries 
A theorem due to A.N. Sharkovskii gives a surprising answer to the following 
question: iffhas a periodic orbit of period k, mustfalso have periodic orbits of other 
periods? 
Theorem 1.1 (Sharkovskii’s theorem [20]). Order the positive integers as follows: 
3 P5 r>7 ... c-2.3 ~2.5 ~~2.7 . . . c-2’.3 ~2’.5 r>2’.7... ~-2~ ~-2~ ~2 c-l 
If a continuous function f: [W-R has a periodic orbit of period k, then f has periodic 
orbits of all periods which follow k in the above Sharkovskii’s order. 
Sharkovskii’s theorem is attractive to mathematicians because of its simple 
setting and surprising answer. For the original and simpler proofs see [20,23,6,19]. In 
[14] the author generalized Sharkovskii’s theorem to special types of functions in 
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higher-dimensional Euclidean space, and in [17] Matsuoka gave a 2-dimensional 
analogue of Sharkovskii’s ordering. In spite of this, Sharkovskii’s theorem is basically 
a one-dimensional phenomenon. In other words Sharkovskii’s theorem holds for all 
connected ordered spaces on the order topology [21]. The reader can also find a 
refined Sharkovskii’s theorem about orbits of periodic points and an analogue of 
Sharkovskii’s theorem for the space Y=(zE%:O<Z~< l} in [l-4]. 
The other surprising thing is that more complicated orbits of interval mapping, 
minimal sets, also coexist in a way described by some partial order [26]. The purpose 
of this paper is to show that uniquely ergodic subsystems of interval mapping also 
coexist in the same way as minimal sets do. 
To do this, we give some notations in Section 2. In Section 3 we define D- 
function of a uniquely ergodic system and show its basic properties. We prove 
the coexistence of uniquely ergodic subsystems of interval mapping in Section 4. 
Finally, we give examples of uniquely ergodic systems with given D-functions in 
Section 5. 
In the following we state the main results of this paper: 
Let Y- be the set of functions s from N to N satisfying 
(a) s(k)lk for every kGN, 
(b) for every 1,kEN(, if Ilk then s(/)=(l,s(k)), 
and .E={sE~: s(k)=(n,k) for some HEN and all kEN} be a subset of 9’. We shall 
identify E with N, namely if rz~N then the function s defined by s(k)=(n, k) for kgN 
will be identified with II. Denote +V = 9u N’, where N’ = { n’: IZE N }. 
Let X be a compact metric space, TEC( X, X) and (X, T, p) be uniquely ergodic. 
A D-function of (X, T, p), denoted by T,: is nE N if supp(p) is a periodic orbit of T with 
period n; is n’E N’ if supp(p) is not a periodic orbit of T but the number of the ergodic 
components of Tk is (n, k) for all ke N; is a function from N to N such that for every 
keN, T,(k) is the number of ergodic components of Tk and T, is not a bounded 
function. 
Our first main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a compact metric space, TEC( X, X) and (X, T, p) be a uniquely 
ergodic system. Then Tfl~SYV. 
Now let X be a compact, metric space and TEC(X, X). Denote DF(X 
set of all D-functions of (Y, TI,), where YcX is compact and (Y, TIY 
ergodic. Then we have the following theorem. 
T) to be the 
is uniquely 
Theorem 1.3. Let CM be a one-sided subshgt of jinite type with a k IX k matrix 
M=(mij) satisfying mol=m12=..,=m(k_l)o=mo,=1 and B the left shif. Then 
DF(CMM, a)x(g\E). 
At last we prove an extension of Sharkovskii’s theorem. 
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Theorem 1.4. (a) 1f&C(Z,I), Z=[O, 11, then DF(Z,f)=g(n), n~Nu{co}u2”, 
(b) Zfn~Nu{co}u2”, then there existsfEC(Z,Z), such that DF( I, f) = g( n), where 
Yi={sEL?\\EIs(29=(21,2i), Vld}u{(2’(2n-1))‘: MN}, O<i<co, 
Yf,,={s&ls(2’.p)=2’for all IEN, all odd PEN}, 
Y~={sEfV\YjIs(21)=2Jfor all lENi), 
??J(2”)=(2”: n=O, 1,2, . ..}. ?!/(co)= Y2,uG/(2”), 
g(n)= 
(n}u{k: nL’k)U(U,T”_,Yi)uYkuY$, n=2’p (~33, odd); 
(2’,2’-I)...) 2,1}, n=2’. 
Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.4 can be expressed in the same way as Sharkovskii’s Theorem 
as follows. Give ?V a partial linear order: 
3 r>5 c-7... r>Yo D 
2.3 b2.5 -2.7 “. c- Yl D 
22.3 e-22.5 c-22.7 . . . D Y, D... 
BY: E-Y’, c-... LB23 E-22-2 r>l 
If a continuous functionf: R-+ R has a uniquely ergodic subsystem (X,fl x, a), then 
f has uniquely ergodic subsystems with D-functions which follow fm in the above 
partial order. Furthermore, for every i~(0)uN the existence of a uniquely ergodic 
subsystem (X,flx, LZ) withf,E Yi (resp. fan Y k) implies the existence of a periodic orbit 
with period 2’. q for some odd q 2 3 (resp. 2’. p for some 1~ (0) u N and some odd p > 3). 
2. Definitions and some lemmas 
Let X be a compact, metric space, TEC(X,X). Inductively we define To as the 
identity, T”= T”-’ 0 T, nEN. 0(x, T)= {x, T(x), T2(x), . ..} is called the orbit of x 
under T. A point XEX is a periodic point of T of period kE N if T“(X) = x but T’(x) #x 
for 0 < i < k. If k = 1, x is called a fixed point. For periodic point x of period k, we call 
0(x, T) a periodic orbit of period k. The sets of periodic points and fixed points are 
denoted by P(T), F(T), respectively. The o-limit set of x under T, o(x,f), is the set 
nioo_, O(T’(x),f). T wo d ynamical systems (X, T), (Y, S) are said to be topologically 
conjugate if there is a homeomorphism hEC(X, Y) such that h 0 T= h 0 S. 
A point XEX is said to be almost periodic under T provided that for each 
neighborhood U of x there corresponds an rn~ N with the properties that in every set 
of m consecutive positive integers there appears an integer n such that T”(x)E U. 
Denote the set of almost periodic points by AP( T). A subset A of X is said to be 
minimal under T if it is a nonempty, closed and invariant (T(A) c A) subset of T and 
any proper subset of A does not satisfy the above three conditions. 
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Let g’(X) be the Bore1 o-algebra generated by all open subsets of X, M(X, T) be the 
set of T-invariant probability measures on g!(X) and E(X, T) be the ergodic elements 
of M(X,T). For ~EM(X,T), T~EM(X,T) is defined by: Tcl(B)=a(T-‘B), 
VII&#(X). For PEE(X, T), we define 
XEX: lim~~~‘~(~‘(x))= fdj?, V’feC(X,X) 
r=O s X 
We say that system (X, T) is uniquely ergodic if # M(X, T)= 1. Uniquely ergodic 
system (X, T, p) is strictly ergodic if X is a minimal set of T. That (X, T, p) is an ergodic 
system means: VIBES?(X) if T-‘B=B then p(B)=0 or p(B)= 1. 
For a uniquely ergodic system (X, T,p), let 
supp(p)= { XEX: p( V,)>O for all neighborhood V, of x}, 
then supp(p) is a minimal set of T [16]. 
Measure-preserving transformations T1 on (X,, gl, ml) and T2 on (X,, gz, mz) are 
spectrally isomorphic if there is a linear operator W: L2(m2) +L’(mI) such that 
(1) W is invertible; 
(2) (WA Wg)=(J;s), Vf,gEL2(mz); 
(3) ur, w= wur,. 
T1 and T, are said to be isomorphic if there exist M~EJ?~~, M2eg2 with 
mI(M1)=m2(Mz)=1 such that 
(1) TIMlcM1, T2m2cM2 and 
(2) there is an invertible measure-preserving transformation 
4:M, +M2 with #T,(x)=T,4(x), VXEM,. 
Recall that if X is a compact metric space, TE C( X, X) and A c X is minimal, then 
the D-function of A, T,: is n, if A is a periodic orbit of T with period n; is n’ if A is not 
a periodic orbit of T but the number of distinct minimal sets for Tk contained in A is 
(n, k) for all HEN; is a function from N to N such that for every kE N T,(k) is the 
number of distinct minimal sets of Tk contained in A and TA is not a bounded 
function. 
The following lemmas are necessary in our proofs. 
Lemma 2.1 (Walters [24]). Zf T is a continuous transformation of compact metric 
space, then 
(1) E(X, T)#@; 
(2) G(cc)nG(P)=& ifa#@E(X, T). 
Lemma 2.2 (Gottshalk [9]). Zf X zs a metric space,fcC(X,X) and XEAP(~) then 
o(x, f) is a minimal set under J zf X is a locally compact space, f~C(x, X) and A is 
a minimal set off then A c AP( f ). 
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Lemma 2.3 (Ye [26]). Let X be a compact metric space, fe C(X, X) and A be a minimal 
set off: Then 
(1) f*@Y; 
(2) x~o(f(x),f~)for some XEA and some kcN ifand only iffA(k)=l; 
(3) x#w(f’(x),fk)for some XEA and all O<i<k ifand only iff,(k)=k; 
(4) TA(nm)=T,(n)(T”),,(m),whereAcXisaminimalsetofT,A~cAisaminimal 
set of T”. 
Lemma 2.4. Let fE C( I, I), I = [0, 11. Suppose the period of every periodic orbit off is not 
an odd number except 1, A is a minimal set off with # A3 2, then there exists a jxed 
pointx,~(infA,supA)suchthatf2(A~)=A~,f2(A2)=AZ,whereA,={x~X:x<x~}, 
Az={x~X: x>xO}. 
Lemma 2.4 is a direct consequence of the results of [25, 151. See [26, Corollary 4.21 
for details. 
3. D-function of uniquely ergodic system 
To generalize Sharkovskii’s theorem on the coexistence of periodic orbits of interval 
mapping to uniquely ergodic subsystems, the first difficulty we meet is to describe 
these subsystems with some useful isomorphic invariant. We find that the D-function 
of a uniquely ergodic system which we will define below is such an invariant. To give 
the definition, we first present the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a compact metric space, TEC(X, X) and (X, T, ,u) be uniquely 
ergodic. Then for every kE N there exists an integer n dividing k such that V C(E E(X, Tk), 
E(X,Tk)={~,T~,... ,T”-‘cr} and T’a#Tjcc $l<i<j<n-1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 E(X, Tk) # 8. Let cleE( X, Tk) then Tka = CL Now we suppose 
that BEE(X, Tk) and want to show that b= T% for some 0~ i0 d k - 1. Because 
P=;(Y+ Ty+...+ Tk-ly), V’yeE(X, Tk), 
we have 
(Tiy~E(X,Tk), V~EE(X,T~)). So there are Odjr, j2<k-1 such that G(Tjla)n 
G( Tj*a) #0. This implies that p = T%, 0 < i0 < k - 1. 
Let n=min{O<iEN: T’cc=a}. It is obvious that n 1 k and E(x, Tk)= 
{cL,TcL )...) T”_‘@}. 0 
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Definition 3.2. A D-function of a uniquely ergodic system (X, T, ,u), T,: is n if supp(p) 
is a periodic orbit of T with period n; is n’ if supp(p) is not a periodic orbit of T but the 
number of ergodic components of Tk is (n, k) for all ke N; is a function from N to 
iV such that T,,(k) is the number of ergodic components of Tk for all kE N and T, is not 
a bounded function. 
Remark 3.3. By Lemma 2.1 the number of ergodic components for Tk is equal to the 
integer n obtained in Theorem 3.1. So we see that T, is well defined. For convenience 
we also write T,,(k)=(n,k), VkEN if Tfl=n’. 
Remark 3.4. A function s : N + N belongs to 9 if and only if there exists a function 
t from the set of all prime numbers to the set N u { 0, cc }, such that for every ke N, if 
p;’ py ... p: is the decomposition of k into prime factors, then 
or equivalently SET if and only if: (1) s(mn)=s(m)s(n), if (m,n)=l; (2) for 
prime number p either s(p’)=p’ for all /EN or there exists &,ENu{ 0) such that 
s(p’) = (p’, p’“) for all 1~ N. In the future we will use any equivalent statement of d for 
convenience. 
Theorem 3.5. T,N. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8 of [26]. Cl 
Theorem 3.6. Let (Xi, Ti, pi) be uniquely ergodic systems, i= 1,2. If T1 is spectrally 
isomorphic to T2, then Tl,,,= Tzc2. 
Proof. By the properties of CY it is enough for us to show that if TzP2(n)=n for some 
neN, then TI,,(n)=n. Because T1 is spectrally isomorphic to T,, there is an isomor- 
phic from L’(p,) to Lz(pI) satisfying UT,. W= W. UT2. Suppose for some nfzN, 
TzP2(n)=n. Let tx~E(x,, T”,), Bi=G(Tka), O<i<n-1 then BiE9J(X,) and 
Tl(Bi)=Bi+ 1, T~l(Bi+l)=Bi, BinBj=@ if l<i<jdn-1. 
By the condition satisfied by W we get V’+, W= W Urz. Hence 
W(l,,)= W(UnT*l~i)=(unT1W)(lgi)= W(l,)T”,. 
Therefore, 
W(lBx)=Cj a.e. for every yjEE(X,, T;), 1 <j< TI,,(n)=k. 
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From 
<Wl.J, wl,,))=<l,~, w=;> 
(Wl,J, W(l,,)>=(l,,, lLJ,)=O, ldi<jdn-1, 
Pl =t(Yl+ ... + yk), we have 
i ,c:,*=+ O<i<n-1, 
j= 1 n’ 
i CilCj2=0, O<i,<i,<n-1. 
j= 1 
If k<n, it contradicts the fact that if we denote 
ai=Jkln(C1,C~,...,Ct), 
then IQ[= 1, aicci=O, O<i<j<n- 1. Because k<n we get k=n. 0 
Remark 3.7. Because { e2nij”P(“): nEN, O<j<7’,(n)-1) is only a subset of the spec- 
trum of the uniquely ergodic system (X, T, p), the inverse of Theorem 3.6 is not true in 
the general case. 
Let 94 be the set defined in the introduction. We naturally ask the following 
question: Given ~~97 does there exist a compact metric space X, TeC(X, X) such that 
(X, T, p) is uniquely ergodic and T,, = s? The answer is positive. We have the following 
theorems that we will prove in Section 5. 
Theorem 3.8. For every s~z”\E, there exists a strictly ergodic system (A,, CJ, us) which is 
a subsystem of (CM, a) such that os. = s. 
Theorem 3.9. For every nE N, there exists a strictly ergodic system (A,,, o, pn) which is 
a subsystem of (CM, a) such that a,,,=n’. 
To prove the existence of a uniquely ergodic system with a given D-function of 
interval mapping we need the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.10. Let X, Y be compact metric spaces, TEC(X, X) and SEC( Y, Y). There is 
a measurable transformation cp : X -+ Y satisfying Sq=cpT and cp(B)~g( Y) for every 
BE%?(X). cp is one-to-one except for a countable set on which cp is countable-to-one. If 
( Y, S) is a uniquely ergodic system and supp(y) is not a periodic orbit, then (X, T) is also 
a uniquely ergodic system and T,, = S,, where {u} = M( X, T), {v} = M( Y, S). 
Proof. It is easy to see that y(B)=p(cp-l(B)), for every BE!%(Y) and PEM(X, 2’). 
Hence for every BEAM, ~LEM(X, T) we have ~~(B)=ll(cp-‘(cp(B))=~(~(B)). This 
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implies that #M(X, T)=l. Suppose M(X, r)={p}, then by the properties of 
D-function we only need to prove: 
(1) if S,(n)=n, then T,(n)=n; 
(2) if rP(n)=n, then S,(n)=n. 
We only show that (1) and (2) are similar. 
Suppose S,(n)=n for some rz~N. Then for ~EE(Y,S”), E(Y,S”)={cr,S(cx),..., 
Sn-1(~)} by Theorem 3.1. Let G(i)=G(S’(a)), O<i<n-1, then 
G(i)~9?( Y) and G(i)nG(j)=@ if i#j. 
Furthermore 
S(G(i))=G(i+l), S-‘(G(i))=G(i-1). 
Let Xi=cp-‘(G(i)), then Xi~~(X) and T-‘(Xi)=Xi_,. Hence p(X,)= l/n, 
O<i<n-1. 
Let /?EE(X, T”). Then E(X, T”)=(fi, T(p), . . . . T”-‘(p)} and fl=Tk(p). That is to 
say for every BE%?(X), /I(B)=/?(Tek(B)). Hence fi(Xi)=/?(r-k(Xi)) for every 
Obi<n-1. Because T-“(Xi)=Xi, we have fi(Xi)=O, or 1, O<i<n-1. Let 
B(Xi,)= 1, then 1 =B(Xi,)=B( T-k(Xi,))=(Xio- k(,,,O&,)). By the fact that /I(X)= 1, 
p(XinXj)=O if i#j, we get k=n. 
4. The proof of Theorem 4.5 
In this section we will prove the coexistence of uniquely ergodic subsystems of 
interval mapping. At first we show the following theorem. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (X, T,,u) be a uniquely ergodic system. If for some noEN, 
T sUPp~,,~(nO)=no, then T,(no)=no. Furthermore TsUpp&n)l T,(n)for every wN. 
Proof. Obviously every ergodic component of Tk is contained in some minimal 
components of Tk. So if TsUPPCPJ (no) = no, then T,( no) = no. Hence it is enough for us to 
show 
T sUpp~P~(n)l T,(n) for every ngN. (*) 
Let p be a prime number. If TsUPPCpj(pJ) = p’ for every 1~ N, then (*) is true. Hence we 
may assume that there exists loon u(0) such that T sUPP~P~(p’) =(P’, p’“) for every HEN. 
Then 
VP’) = &upp&+)=~ ’ if /<lo; TsUpp~~~(p~)=p~O~ T,(p’) if 1>1,+ 1. 
This implies that for every n =p;’ ... pz~ N, 
T sUPPCPI(n)= fi TsU,,(,,(~?)I fi T,(P?)= T,(n), 
i=l i=l 
where p1 < ... <pm are prime numbers. 0 
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Lemma 4.2. For a uniquely ergo&c system (X, T, u), n, me N, if TSUPP(pJ( n) = n we haue 
T,(nm)=T,(n)(T”),(m), where {y}=M(A1,T”), and A,cA is a minimal set ofT”. 
Proof. Because TSuPP(Pj( n) = n we know that T,(n)=n. Let 
E(X,T”)={a,Tct ,..., T”-‘cc}, 
E(X,T”“)={P,T/?, . . . . Tk-‘p}, 
where k = TU( nm) and m, = min { i : Tnip = /I, 0 < i < m}. Obviously 
(l/mo){/I+ T”fl+...+ T”@-l)~)~E(X, T”). 
Let C,={b,T”P,...,T n@““-l)P}. Then E(X, T”“‘)=U~Z~ TiCo. It implies that 
T,(nm)=k=nmO= T,(n)mo. By the definition of mO, mo=(T”),(m), yeE(A,, T”), 
AI c A is a minimal set of T. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a compact metric space, A c X be a minimal set of fE C( X, X), 
A=A,uA,,A,~A~=~,A~beminimalsetoff~,andi=1,2.If(A~,f~)isstrictlyergodic 
for some ie( 1,2}, then (A, f) is also strictly ergodic. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that (AI, f ‘) is strictly ergodic. At first 
we show that (AZ, f 2, is also strictly ergodic. If this is not the case, then there exist 
pIrp2EE(A2,f2) such that pl(C)=l, p2(C)=0, where C=G(uI)CA2, fm2(C)=C. 
Because ,~r is regular, there exists a closed set Cr c C such that pl( Cr)a l/2 [24]. 





strict ergodicity of (A,, f’). Hence (A2, f ‘) is also strictly ergodic. Now let 
al,~2~M(A,f),thencr:(B)=2a,(AjnB)~M(Ai,f2),1di,jd2.ThereforeforB~~(A) 
This implies that (A, f) is strictly ergodic. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Let f EC( I, I) and any period of the periodic orbit off be a power of 2. Then 
for any uniquely ergodic subsystem (X,f;,tt) we have fPE Y”, or f,=2” for some 
nENu{O}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that supp(p) is not a periodic orbit off: 
By [lS] (X,f, p) is isomorphic to the generalized adding machine (X,, D), where 
X,= (0, 1)‘. So fPE Y’, by Theorems 5.2 and 5.4. 0 
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Theorem 4.5. (a) Zff~C(1,1), I=[O,l], then DF(l,f)=g(n), n~Nu{co}u2”, 
(b) Ifn~Nu{co}u2”, then there existsfEC(I,Z), such that DF(l,f)=g(n). 
Proof. We will prove Theorem 4.5(a) in the following steps: 
(1) Iffhas a uniquely ergodic subsystem (X,f; p) withfuG Yi for some 0 < i < co, then 
fmust have a periodic orbit with period 2’q (q Z 3 is odd). If this is not the case, then 
the biggest period of the periodic orbit offaccording to Sharkovskii’s order is 2’+jq 
(q B 3 is odd and ja l), or any eriod of the periodic orbit off is a power of 2. By 
Lemma 4.4 the latter case is P mpossible. Repeatedly using Lemma 2.4 we get 
f,(2’+1)=2’+1 for every minimal set A of f with #A >2’+‘. By Lemma 4.1, 
f,(2’+l)=fA(2’+‘)=2’“. This implies that&$ Yi. Hencefmust have a periodic orbit 
with period 2’q (q 2 3 is odd). 
(2) If the biggest period of the periodic orbit offaccording to Sharkovskii’s order is 
q (q> 3, odd), then for every xZT\E, there exists a uniquely ergodic system (X,f;p) 
such that f, = s. 
Using the results of [S] and the structure of odd periodic orbits discussed in [23], 
we know that for every strictly ergodic subsystem (A,, 0, ps) c ( CM, a) satisfying ups = s 
(Theorem 5.5) there exists a compact subset X, c I, hcC( X,, A,) such thatf(Xs) c X,, 
hf= ah and h is one-to-one except at a countable subset at which h is two-to-one. By 
Theorem 3.10, step (2) follows. 
(3) If the biggest period of the periodic orbits off according to Sharkovskii’s order 
is 2’q (q > 3, odd), then for every SE Yi there exists a uniquely ergodic subsystem 
(X,J;p) such that fp=s. 
Let g=f 2’, then g has a periodic orbit of period q. By step (2) there exists 
a uniquely ergodic subsystem (x”, g, 9) such that gri = s’, where s =s’ Si and S’E Ye, 
si: N+N satisfies si(2’m)=(2j,2’), j>O, m odd. Let X= IJfle fj(supp(fi)). 
By Lemma 4.3, (X, f) is strictly ergodic. Let {p} = E(X, f ). If p is odd, 
then 
This implies f,(p)=g&). At the same time 
f,(2’“)=f,(2’)gp(2)=f,(2’)=2 
(by Lemmas 4.2 and 2.4). Hence f, = s. 
(4) If the periods of periodic orbits are not all power of 2, then for every SE YLu Y’,, 
there exists a uniquely ergodic subsystem (X,f; p) such that f, = s. 
Let 2’q (q> 3, odd) be the period of some periodic orbit off and g=f 2’. Then 
for every SE Y&u Y’, there exists a uniquely ergodic subsystem (x”,g, fi) such that 
gw,e=n;eet X = uj10 fj(supp(fi)), then (X, f) is the uniquely ergodic subsystem that 
(5) If> has a uniquely ergodic subsystem (X,f; p) such that fvE Y’,, then for every 
nE Nu{O}, f has a periodic orbit of period 2”. 
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If this is not the case, then there exists no such that any period of the periodic orbit 
of f is an element of set (2”: 0~ ib rro} (Sharkovskii’s order). Let g =f2”‘, then -~- 
P(f)=P(g)=F(g)=F(g)=P(f) [7]. This implies supp(p)cP(f)=P(f). Hence 
f,(‘P ’ ‘) = 2”“. This contradicts fPE Y’,. 
(6) Iff has a uniquely ergodic subsystem (x”,f;p) with fpEYL, then there exists 
a uniquely ergodic subsystem (X,J 11) such that fME Y’,. 
At first we claim that period orbits off are not all power of 2. If this is not the case, 
by Lemma 4.4 we know that ffie Y’, or ffi = 2” for some WE Nu(OJ. So our claim is true. 
By step (4), (6) holds. 
Combining (l)-(6) and using Sharkovskii’s theorem we conclude that 
DF(Z,f)=W(n), nEW.J{co}u2”. q 
Proof of Theorem 4.5 (b). It is a well-known fact that for every HEN, there exists 
fEC(I,Z) such that {K: k is a period of the periodic orbit off}={n}u{k: nr>k, keN} 
or (2’: 1=0,1, . . . . II - 11, see [l]. So by the above argument, it remains to show that 
there existsfeC(1, I) such that DF(I, f) =9( co) or g(2”). Any chaotic function in the 
sense of Li-York with zero topological entropy is the function with DF(I, f) = g(a) 
[22]. Any function which satisfies P(f)=P(f) and t?l(2”)cDF(l,f) is an example 
that DF(l,f)=g(2m). 
The proof is complete. q 
5. Uniquely ergodic system with a given D-function 
In order to prove Theorem 4.5, we give examples of uniquely ergodic systems with 
given D-functions in a subshift of finite type CM (see [lo] for the construction of 
strictly ergodic systems with given entropy). Let 
M=(mij)= 
1 1 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 1 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 1 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 ... 1 
1 0 0 0 ..* 0 i PXP 
C,={x=(x,,x2, . ..). mxjxi+ I = l,O<xjdp-1, for alljEN}, 
0: CM -CM is the shift defined by (a(x))j=xj+l for XEC,,~EN. 
Recall that CM with product topology is a compact metrizable space. Let 
P = { 0, 1, . . . , p - 1 }. For BEP’ we call B a block over P of length r and write 1(B) = r. If 
A=(q . ..a.), B=(b1 ... b,) are two blocks, then we denote AB=(al .‘. a, bl ... b,), 
A”=AAA...= (6 . . . ana1 . . . a, . . . ). 
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Definition 5.1. Let Q={qi)T, qi>2, l,<i<o~, Xqi={O, 1, ...) qi-1) and 
X,=n,C rXqi. A transformation D from X, into X, is defined as follows: D(q, - 1, 
q2-1,..., qn-l,x,+r ,... )=(O,O ,..., 0,x,+1+1 ,...) if x,+r<qn+r-l, nENu{O}. In 
particular D(q, - 1, q2 - 1, . . .)= (O,O, . . .). The couple (X,, D) is called a generalized 
adding machine (GAM for short). It is a well-known fact that (X,, D) is strictly 
ergodic. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (X,, D), Q = { qi} ;” be a GAM. Zf qi = py”’ py(” ... p;;(ri) is the 
decomposition qi into prime factors, then for every prime number p = pi, Dx,(p’) = p’for 
all IEN if~i~,~i(j)= CO, or; Dx,(p’)=(p’,pfo) ifc,?, Ni(j)=lo. More simply,for every 
nEN, DxQ=limj(n,ql ... qj), where p1 < pz < ... are all prime numbers mi( j) > 0, 
ai(ri)>O. 
Proof. Note that for each j, D permutes cyclically all fl:= 1 cylinders of length j. That is 
to say D,,(qr ... qj)‘q1 “‘qj for every jEfV. So if nlq, ..‘qj for some n, jeN then 
&;(n)=(n,Dx,(qr ... qj))=n. 
Let p be a prime number such that ptO(qI ... qj for j large enough and 
P 10+lYqI ... qj for all jell. Then (p,ql ... qj/p”) = 1. So for j large enough there are 
kj such that qr . ..qj/p”=l+kjp. This implies qr ~~~qj=plO+kjp’O+ll. Because 
Dql-~.qj(O,O,...)=(O 0 , , . . . . 6 10 . ..) we conclude that OEW(D~‘~(O), @‘+l), where 
O=(O,O, . ..). By Lemma 2.3 DxQ(ptO+‘)<p’O+l and consequently Dxq(ptO+l)=p’O. 
By combining the results obtained above, we get the theorem. 0 
Lemma 5.3. (X,, D) is topologically conjugate to (Xb,D) if and only if they have the 
same D-functions. 
Proof. See [2, p. 4171 and use Theorem 5.2. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Let M (X,, D) = (y}; then DxQ= D,. 
Proof. Let p be a prime number. If Dx,(p’)=p’, V HEN then D,(p’)=Dx,(p*)=p’. So 
without loss of generality we suppose there is lo such that DxQ(p’) = (p’, pro), V 1~ N. By 
Lemma4.2 D,(pf)=DxQ(p’)=p’, Vj<lO. So it is enough to say that DB(p’O+l)=plO. Let 
A=w(O,DP’“+’ ), where O=(O, 0, . . .). By [S] Dp”+’ is a rotation on the compact 
metrizable group and (A, Dp”+ 1 ) is minimal. Therefore it is strictly ergodic [24, 
p. 1621. This implies that D,(pt”+‘)=pto. Cl 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.8. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let SE%\& and pi0 be a prime number such that 
s(Pio)=pio>p. Let Sl:N+N satisfying S,(p’)=S(p’), if p#pio or s(pf,)=pf,, VlEN; 
sl(Pt,)=(pf,,p~-‘) if s(pf,)=(pf,,pf:), V~EN. Suppose A is a GAM such that Dxp=sl. 
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By the theorem of Jewett and Krieger [24, p.1611 there exists A, c Cz such that (A,, 0) 
is strictly ergodic and is isomorphic to (X,,D). So g,, =sl, {,u> = M(Ar, 0). 
Now let ~9 be a bijection from (0, 1, . . . , p - 1 } to { 0, 1, . . . , p- l}plo such that 
f3(0)=0~~~00~~~0, fql)=O...Ol . ..(p-1). 
Let XEA~. The induced transformation 8, : A 1 +w( O,( x), gpio) is defined by 
8,(y)=@ Y1)O( Y,)... if yeA, and y= Y, Y, . . . . 1( yi)=piO, 1 bi< a. 8, is one-to-one 
and continuous. It is easy to check that O*~=~pioB*. So by Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 
3.6 we immediately get G,~=s, where A,=o(B(x), a). 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. For nE N choose an irrational number p such that 0 < /3 < l/p. 
We define 
=C 11 
i 1 1 1 
such that xi=0 if ifl~[k(i)(l+/I), k(i)(l+/?)+l)]; xi=1 if iPE[k(i)(l+fi)+l, 
(k(i)+l)(l+fl)), k(i)ENu{O}]. Then w(x,e) is the Sturmian dynamical system 
defined by Hedlund [ll, 131. By the choice of p we know x= CICz . . . . where 
Ci=O..‘Ol and 1(Ci)=k or k+l, k>p. 
Let cp be the bijection from (0, 1, . . . , p - 1 }” onto (0, 1, . . . , p- 1)” satisfying 
I 
cp(ci?O...O)= { 
O...Ol . ..(p-l)O...O. if i>p- 1, 
(p-i)...(p-l)O...Ol . ..(p-i-l). ifi<p-1, 
cp(oo...o)=(o~~~o1 . ..(p-2)). 
Denote X = cp*( x), where cp* is the induced transformation. Then qD* is a topological 
conjugation between (w(x, a), a) and (0(X, a), c). Hence (~(2, B), 6) is a strictly er- 
godic system and crsx= 1’ by the fact that (w(x, G), 0) is a strictly ergodic system and 
crlrx=l’, where {p,}=M(o(y,a),o), y=x or X. 
Now let $ = $,, be a mapping from (0, 1, . . . , p - 1 } into { 0, 1, . . . , p - 1)” satisfying 
l+qo)l+q1)~~~~(p-l)=1o...o1 . ..(p-1). 
We have the following commutative graph: 
where x’= $*(x). 
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We prove that $* is one-to-one. Let z # y~o( X, a), then there exists it, EN such that 
Zi=_Yi, l<idi0,Zio+l#_Vi~+l. By the construction of $*(X) there are two possibilities: 
(l) Zio+l=lr Yi,+l=O; 
t2) Zio+l=O, Yio+l’l. 
Inthefirstcasezio+i=i, l,<i<p-1. Ifyio+i= 0, l<idp-1, then Il/,(z)#$*(y). If 
yiO+i,=l for some 2<ii<p-1, then 




That is, ll/*(z) # $*(y). Case (2) is similar to (1). So we conclude that $* is one-to-one, 
onto and satisfies $*a = on+*, and so is a topological conjugation between (o(x, cr), 0) 
and (o ( x’, CT“), CJ”). 
Hence (a”),, = Go,= l’, where {p’} = M(w(x’, #), a”). Let A, = w(x’, a), then (A,, a) is 
a strictly ergodic system. So we have 
for every me N by the fact CJ~,,(IZ)= IZ and Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.6, where 
{cl.} =M(& a). Th’ is implies that cp,( m) = (m, n) for all mu N. In other words aVn = 11’. 
To sum up we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Let C, be a one-sided subshif ofJinite type with a k x k matrix M = (mij) 
satisfying m,,=m,,=...=m(k_l,o=moo- - 1 and a the left shift. Then 
DF(I‘W, 4 = V\E). 
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